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Color Image Retrieval and Classification
Using Fuzzy Similarity Measure and Fuzzy Clustering Method
Xiaojuan Ban, Xiaolong Lv, and Jie Chen

Abstract—Color image retrieval and classification are very
important in the field of image processing. In this paper, we
propose a method which is in token of color characteristic of one
image using hue and thereby is used to calculate similarity
between two pictures. We also take F-Stat. Measure to find the
best threshold so that we can realize fuzzy partition, and finally
fuzzy c-means algorithm is used to do image classification and
the calculation of subjection degree of one picture in the
corresponding class. The corresponding mathematical model is
established. Also, we construct a frame in which image
comparability is obtained through fuzzy similarity measure
based on hue feature vector of image, thus image retrieval is
finished, and image classification is realized by fuzzy clustering.
The comparison of image retrieval result between RGB feature
vector and only-hue feature vector in token of image
characteristic is taken. The experiment shows that the idea
which takes this fuzzy similarity measure and fuzzy clustering
method as the scheme of image retrieval and classification is
reasonable and effective.
Keywords: image retrieval, image classification, fuzzy similarity
measure, fuzzy clustering

A

I. INTRODUCTION

s a hotspot in image processing, image retrieval and
classification are very important. Image retrieval
methods are mainly based on color, texture, shape and
semantic-image[1]. Nowadays, the key parts of image
retrieval and classification are mainly on three aspects. The
first is diversification of similarity degree computing methods
including
color
feature
extraction[5,8,9,10]
and
multi-features combination[6,7], the second figures on
mutual retrieval using feed back network[7], and the last is
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image classification using fuzzy clustering method[9].
Recently, precision and recall rate[2] are often used to
evaluate the performance of image retrieval result.
In the field of image retrieval, Nachtegael, M[9] put forward
a method to calculate image similarity measure using fuzzy
partition of the HSI color space. In this method, when some
color doesn’t exist in a picture for calculation of similar
degree of this color proportion between two pictures, the
similarity measure remains 0 with increasing of this color
proportion in the other picture; this is apparently not
reasonable even though this method seems reasonable as a
whole. Furthermore, the hue feature including 360 elements
is divided into 8 parts, apparently, the amount is not enough
and in the computation of complex image similarity measure,
big error will be produced. In the field of image classification,
Liu Pengyu[4], etc. propose modified fuzzy c-means
algorithm to solve the problem of large-scale image retrieval
and classification, the precondition of time saving is
considered , but some pictures are always considered one
clustering center, as a result, the classification result will not
be the best.
In this paper, we propose a color image retrieval and
classification method using fuzzy similarity measure and
fuzzy clustering. In this method, similar measure of two
pictures will be reasonable in the very condition that some
color does not exist in a picture. Meanwhile, the selection of
the clustering center will be more reasonable than the method
above and so the image classification result will be more
reasonable too.
II. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
A. Mathematical Description of Sample Feature
Hue will remain almost the same in the case of small
illumination and saturation alternation. In enormous picture
library, we often meet the situation that the same or similar
pictures have some differences in illumination and saturation,
so it is essential for us to eliminate the impact brought by
these two features’ changes. So we only use hue histogram to
represent image feature and calculate sample similar value.
We know that hue value has 360 entries, how ever, a person
can’t distinguish two close hue value, so it’s reasonable to use
modified hue feature vector which set the size of hue feature
vector
180.
Suppose
one
sample
u i ,then
u i = {xi1 , xi 2 ,..., xik ,..., xim } , m is 180. xik represents the
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kth element of the feature of sample i (picture i ). x i1

_i

Note: xk =

represents the proportion of H = 1 or H = 2 in picture
o

o

1
ni

ni

∑x
j =1

jk

(k = 1,2,..., m) , It’s the average

i . And xi 2 represents the proportion of H = 3o or

value of the kth feature element in class i. Suppose that the

H = 4 in picture i . In the same way, xik represents the

clustering center vector of class i u = ⎜ x1 , x2 , ..., xm ⎟ , and

o

proportion of H = ( 2k − 1) or H = ( 2k ) in picture i .
It’s
obvious
that
,
∀k (1 ≤ k ≤ m)
o

The

original range(360) is
divided into 180 parts.
Every part has two hue
values.
The
corresponding proportion
of pixel in which the hue
is equal to this part’s two
hue values is one element
of this picture’s feature.
So, m elements are
combined to form the
feature vector of the
picture. It’s not necessary to do data normalization since
every element in the feature vector is in [0, 1]. To some extent,
the efficiency is improved. H is used to replace hue, it’s
calculation method is shown in Table 1.
B. Mathematical Description of Sample Similarity Value
Definition I. The similar value between picture u i and

rij = 1 −

k =1

m

max

1≤ e , f ≤ n , e ≠ f

∑x
k =1

ek

(1)

− x fk

decrease. Videlicet, the unreasonable case that when the
number of some hue value pixel in one picture is 0, with the
increasing of the pixel number of the hue value in another
picture, the similarity value does not change will not take
place.
C. Mathematical Description of F-Stat. Measure

λ,

image classification need

λ

and transfer close-wrap t (R ) , class number is c , and ni the
number of pictures in calss i. All pictures in class i are

u1i , u 2i ,..., u nii .

_i

the

clustering

center

vector

⎛
⎞
u = ⎜⎜ x1 , x 2 , ..., x m ⎟⎟
⎝
⎠
_

_

_

_

of

⎞
⎠

all

pictures

is

_

,

where

n

x k = ∑ x jk n, (k = 1,2,..., m) .
j =1

We use F to represent F-Stat. Measure, then
c

F =∑
i =1

_i

_

ni || u − u ||
(c − 1)

2

c

ni

_i

|| u ij − u || 2

∑∑ (n − c )
_i

Note: The difference between

_

u and u is calculated by the

⎛ _i _ ⎞
formula: || u − u ||= ∑ ⎜ x k − x k ⎟
⎠
k =1 ⎝
_i

m

_

_i

2

, Similarly, The

formula || u j − u || represents the difference between
i

(2)

i =1 j =1

u ij in

_i

class i and the clustering center u .
Apparently, the classification result will be more
reasonable when all pictures in one class are closer to each
other and all class centers are farther from each other.

A = (aij ) c×n .

Note: 0 < p < 1 , p is fuzzy similarity measure calculation
constant. ( p plays the role that doesn’t let the sample
similarity value of the most different two pictures be 0).
Obviously, when xik = 0 , if x jk increases, then rij

Note: Given threshold

_i

D. Mathematical Description of Fuzzy-c Partition Matrix
Suppose that sample fuzzy-c partition
matrix

m

( p × ∑ x ik − x jk )

_i

⎝

o

0 ≤ x ik ≤ 1 .i.e.

picture u j is rij

⎛

_i

Note: c is the number of classes when the threshold is
λ (not including those classes having only one sample). n
is total number of all pictures. a ij represents the subjection
degree
of
in
class
,
i
uj
,
,
∀i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ c,1c≤ j ≤ n)
0 ≤ a ij ≤ 1
∀j (1 ≤ j ≤ n), aij = 1 , it denotes that the summation
i =1
of all subjection degrees
of sample u j in all classes is 1.

∑

E. Mathematical Model
Based on these descriptions of sample feature, similarity
measure, F-Stat. Measure, sample fuzzy-c partition matrix,
we describe the image retrieval problem as:
Precondition: u1 is the picture needed to be retrieved, and
u 2 ~ u n is the search library of pictures.
Requirement 1: using modified hue feature to represent
sample Stat. index, calculating the similar degree between
two pictures using formula 2, and recompose u 2 ~ u n in
terms of big first, small second rule.
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Requirement 2: using fuzzy-c means method to finish
fuzzy classification, using F-Stat. Measure to find the best
threshold, then calculating the best fuzzy partition matrix
Abest , and list the classification result. Finally, ∀i , the
subjection degree of u i is obtained.

a) Initial fuzzy c-partition matrix A

III. RESOLVENT OF THE PROBLEM
A. Image Retrieval Method

Fig.1. Image retrieval process

Clustering analysis after confirming the best classification
could make the result more intuitionistic. Also, the
calculation process can be considered as an uncertain
system[3], and we could find better result at full steam, it will
be better if the end condition ε is smaller to some extent.
The process of fuzzy clustering is as follows:

The similarity
measure plays a
key role in the
image retrieval
result. We finish
image retrieval
using modified
hue
feature
vector
to
characterize the
image
to
calculate
the
similarity value
in
advance.
Thereby, image
retrieval
is
finished.
The
realization
process is shown
in Fig.1.

B. Image Classification Method and Realization
1) Calculation of Transfer Close-wrap of Similarity Measure
Matrix
2
2
Firstly, we calculate R = R o R , if R = R , then
4
2
2
t ( R ) = R , else calculate R = R o R ,if R 4 = R 2 ,
2
2 ( k +1)
= R 2 k , then
then t ( R) = R , similarly, if R
2k
t ( R) = R . Finally, we obtain transfer close-wrap which is
also fuzzy equivalence matrix.
2) Calculation of Initial Fuzzy-c Partition Matrix
Calculation process of initial fuzzy-c partition matrix

Note: c is the classes number under the best threshold
λbest (not including the kind of class having only one
sample). Some calculation details are mentioned in
section 3.2.2, it will not be mentioned again.
,
,
∀i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ c,1 ≤ j ≤ n)
0 ≤ a ij ≤ 1
c

∀j (1 ≤ j ≤ n), ∑ aij = 1 , it shows that the summation
i =1

of every sample u j in c fuzzy subclasses is 1.
b) When the iteration number is d ( d = 0,1,2...) , calculate
clustering
center
vector
n

h

is

a

constant,

0.5 < h < 1 , ∀k (1 ≤ k ≤ c, k! = i ) a kj = (1 − h) /(c − 1) .
The goal that initial value is evaluated in this way consists
with the idea that making the matrix have assorted
characteristic and thereby reducing the convergence time of
fuzzy-c means algorithm latter, finally improve the efficiency

{

∑ (a

j =1

c) Calculate A

j =1

) ,1 ≤ i ≤ c .

(d ) r
ij

( d +1)

1

aij( d +1) =

⎛ || u j − v
⎜
∑
(d )
⎜
k =1 ⎝ || u j − v k
(d )
i

c

|| ⎞
⎟
|| ⎟⎠

2
r −1

,1 ≤ i ≤ c,1 ≤ j ≤ n

d) Calculate the difference between fuzzy c-partition matrix

A ( d +1) and A (d ) using
|| A ( d +1) − A ( d ) ||=

∑∑ (a
c

n

( d +1)
ij

− aij( d )

)

2

,

i =1 j =1

− A ||< ε ( 0 < ε < 1 , ε is the end
if || A
condition, a very small constant.), then the algorithm is
over, else d = d + 1 , return to step 2.
( d +1)

(d )

e) Finally, fuzzy c-partition matrix

A (last ) = (aij(last ) ) c×n ,

marked as Abest . ∀u j ∈ U , if

aij(last ) = max a kj(last ) ,

the consideration and those including 2 samples at least is in
the fuzzy-c partition matrix. If u j belongs to class i , then
,

n

vi( d ) = ∑ (a ij( d ) ) r u j

A ( 0) is: the kind of class including only one sample is not in

a ij = h

= (aij ) c×n

(0)

1≤ k ≤ c

aij(last ) is
the subjection degree of sample j belongs to class i . The

then put u j in class i in the matrix A

(last )

, and

subjection degree calculation of the kind of class having
only one sample is not necessary.
4) Process of Image Classification Algorithm
The process of image classification algorithm is shown in
Fig 2.

}

of the algorithm. Given c ∈ 2,3,..., n − 1 .
3) Calculation of Best Fuzzy c-partition Matrix
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left right firstly, and from the top down secondly). Saliently,
several types exist. All pictures’ dimension is 100 × 100 .
A. Comparison and Analysis of Image Retrieval Result
1) Image Similarity Measure Computing using RGB Index
Three Stat. histograms represent one pictures’ feature. The
first is color attribute RED histogram, the second is color
attribute GREEN histogram, and the last is color attribute
BLUE histogram. The vector sizes are all reduced to
128(original: 256). Note that The Stat. index is
u i = {vir , vig , vib } , and

vir = {xir1 , xir 2 , xir 3 ,..., xir128 }
vig = {xig1 , xig 2 , xig 3 ,..., xig128 }
vib = {xib1 , xib 2 , xib 3 ,..., xib128 }
Note: xirk is the proportion of pixels in which the RED
attribute is 2(k − 1) or 2k − 1 in picture i . Similarly, xigk
is the proportion of pixels in which the GREEN attribute is
2(k − 1) or 2k − 1 in picture i , xibk is the proportion of
pixels in which the BLUE attribute is 2(k − 1) or 2k − 1 in
picture i .

Fig. 2. Image classification process
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
Precondition: On the assumption that the total number of
all picture samples(including the picture needed to be
retrieved) n = 21 , fuzzy similarity value calculation
constant p = 0.96 , given the threshold list in the best
threshold computing process is {0.60,0.61,0.62,...,0.85} ,
The constant confirming initial partition is h = 0.8 ,the
iteration end standard ε = 0.001 .
The picture needed to be retrieved and given picture
gallery is shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 4. The similarity measure matrix using RGB vector to
characterize the picture
The difference between picture i and picture j under the
RED attribute is DEFrij =

128

∑x
k =1

irk

− x jrk . Similarly, the

difference between picture i and picture j under the
GREEN attribute is DEFgij =
difference between picture

128

∑x
k =1

igk

− x jgk and the

i and picture j under the BLUE
128

attribute

is

DEFbij = ∑ xibk − x jbk

.

The

whole

i and
picture
DEFij = ( DEFrij + DEFgij + DEFbij ) 3 .

j is

k =1

Fig. 3. All picture samples
In Fig 3, the leftmost picture (The serial number is 0) is
needed to be retrieved. All other pictures are given in picture
gallery (The serial number is 1,2,3,…,20 counting from the

difference
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The final similarity measure of these two pictures is
rij = 1 − p × ( DEFij max DEFef ) .
1≤ e , f ≤ n , e ≠ f

The similarity measure matrix result is shown in Fig.4. The
retrieval result is shown in Fig.5.

Fig. 5. Image retrieval result using RGB vector to
characterize the picture
In Fig.5, the decimal fraction above the picture is the
corresponding similar value.
From the similarity measure matrix and retrieval result, we
know that it’s very sensitive to the change of illumination and
saturation using RGB vector to characterize the picture. This
problem leads to the low similar value of two similar pictures
such as the picture needed to be retrieved and picture 13 in the
picture gallery. It indicates that the retrieval result is not good
using RGB feature vector.
2) Image Similarity Measure Computing using Hue Index
The hue histograms of all pictures are shown in Fig.6.

gallery. Obviously, picture 0(needed to be retrieved), 7,11,13,
18 are subject to one type, picture 1,4,8 are subject to
another type. In every histogram, abscissa x is an integer, and
1 ≤ x ≤ 180 , y ∈ [0,1] , the point ( x, y ) in the histogram of
picture i represents the proportion of pixels in which the hue
value is H = 2 x − 1 or H = 2 x . It’s easy to find that
these 2 results are the same as the intuitionistic result from
Fig.3. So do other types. So, it is obvious that in the
calculation of similarity measure, this feature selection is
effective. Of course, in the situation that two picture’s hue
histograms are close to each other while the corresponding
pixels’ positions are very different from each other or the size
of the pictures is very large, we can divide every picture into
2 parts, 4 parts,…, 2k parts etc equally ( k ≥ 1 ). And then we
calculate the hue feature vector of every part in the same
place similarly and add all parts’ differences to get the total
difference of two pictures. Thereby, we can get the total
similarity measure result. (The value of k is decided in
frondose case). This paper refers to fuzzy similarity measure
and fuzzy partition mainly, we can change some details in
some special cases just like picture dividing, we will not give
the unnecessary details below.
The similarity measure matrix result is shown in Fig.7.

Fig. 7. The similarity measure matrix using hue vector to
characterize the picture
In Fig.8, we can easily find that picture 7,11,13,18 all have
a similar value larger than 9.0 with picture 0, also we will find
that picture 1,2,4,8,10,14,17 all have a similar value larger
than 0.3 with picture 0 (they are close to each other to some
extent)even though they are not greatly same as picture 0.
This result is the same as the intuitionistic sense. It illustrates
that using hue vector to characterize picture’s feature is
reasonable.
The retrieval result is shown in Fig.8, In Fig.8, the pictures
are sorted from high to low.
From the sort result, we know that it’s not sensitive to the
change of illumination and saturation using hue vector to
characterize the picture. This finally brings a reasonable
result which consists with person’s intuitionistic sense.

Fig. 6. Hue histograms of image
In Fig.6, the topmost is the hue histogram of the picture
needed to be retrieved. The others come from the picture
7781
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Fig. 9. Image classification result
In Fig.9, there are 5 types. Note that the figure above the
picture is the subjection degree where the picture belongs to
the corresponding type. Apparently, classification result and
subjection degree are identical with the person’s direct sense.
This shows that image classification using fuzzy c-means
algorithm to finish fuzzy clustering is effective.
Obviously, we can guess that the classification result using
hue index will be better than using RGB index because in the
preliminary step of classification, the retrieval result using the
first is better than the second.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. Image retrieval result using hue vector to characterize
the picture
3) Comparison of Image Retrieval Result using RGB Index
and Hue Index to Calculate the Similarity Measure
In the experiment, it is obvious that the image retrieval
result is bad using RGB feature vector in case of illumination
and saturation change while it does not lose the validity using
hue feature vector in the same situation. It illustrates that the
similarity measure method using hue feature vector is more
effective and reasonable. Of course, image classification will
not be reasonable using RGB feature vector since the
similarity measure is not reasonable using RGB feature
vector.
B. Image Classification Result and Analysis

In this paper, image retrieval and classification problem are
studied, an image retrieval and classification method using
fuzzy similarity measure and fuzzy c-means algorithm to
finish fuzzy clustering is proposed. In this method, similarity
measure is calculated by hue feature vector which is not
sensitive to illumination and saturation change and we reduce
the size of hue vector on the premise that the retrieval result is
not affected. We also use F-Stat. Measure to find the best
threshold, use fuzzy-c means algorithm to carry out the
analysis of fuzzy clustering, and finally realize image
retrieval and classification. The experiment result illustrates
this method’s efficiency and feasibility. It can be extended to
selection of video content and recognition of dynamic object.
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